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Multicritical Crossovers near the Dilute Bose Gas Quantum Critical Point
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Many zero temperature transitions, involving the deviation in the value of a U(1) conserved c
from a quantized value, are described by the dilute Bose gas quantum critical point. On such trans
we study the consequences of perturbations which break the symmetry down toZN in d spatial
dimensions. For the cased  1, N  2, we obtain exact, finite temperature, multicritical crossov
functions by a mapping to an integrable lattice model. [S0031-9007(96)00399-7]
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The zero temperature (T ), quantum phase transition in
dilute Bose gas has recently attracted some interest [1
because of its importance in a variety of different phys
situations. For bosons with repulsive interactions in
chemical potential,m, the quantum-critical point is atm 
0, where theT  0 density of bosons has a nonanaly
dependence onm. This quantum-critical point controls th
finite T quantum-classical crossovers in the dilute Bose
[1–4]; in addition, it is the critical theory for (i) the Mott
insulator to superfluid transition in a lattice boson syst
at a genericm [2], (ii) the onset of uniform magnetizatio
in a gapped quantum antiferromagnetic in a magnetic fi
[4], (iii) the deviation from a saturated polarization
a quantum ferromagnet [5], and possibly other phys
systems [5]. A common feature of all these system
that the Hamiltonian always has at least a global U
symmetry, and the transition involves a deviation in
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expectation value of the U(1) conserved charge from
quantized (possibly zero) value.

In this paper we will study the consequences
perturbations which break the U(1) symmetry down toZN

(the cyclic group ofN elements), and compute associat
exponents and crossover functions. This is of inter
e.g., in the system (ii), where crystal-field effects redu
the symmetry down toZ2 in the experimental realization
of such a quantum-critical point in NENP [6]. Our mo
detailed results will be forN  2 and spatial dimension
d  1, which is also the most interesting and nontriv
case: we shall obtain explicit results for multicritic
crossovers as a function ofm, T , and the strength of the
U(1)-breaking perturbation. These are the first nontriv
exact results for universal finiteT crossovers near a
quantum multicritical point in any system.

We begin by reviewing the U(1) symmetric Bose g
theory. The theory is described by the action
S0 
Z

ddx
Z 1yT

0
dt

µ
C

y
B

≠CB

≠t
1

1
2m

j=xCBj2 2 mjCBj2 1
u
2

jCBj4
∂

, (1)
ns

t
f

of

ns
is
whereCB is a complex scalar field,m is the boson mass
and we usēh  kB  1. A T  0 renormalization group
analysis shows that the interactionu is irrelevant ford .

2 [2]. Near d  2, we define the dimensionless ba
couplingg0 by u  s2mdk´g0ySd wherek is a renormal-
ization momentum scale,Sd  2pdy2ys2pddGsdy2d is a
phase space factor, and́ 2 2 d. The renormalized
theory is defined by a single coupling constant renorm
ization of g0 to g, and no other renormalizations are ne
essary. This renormalization leads to theb function

dgyd lnk  2´g 1 Adg2, (2)

whereAd  1y2 1 O s´d is a known constant independe
of g, with the value of theO s´d terms depending upon th
precise renormalization condition. The result (2) is valid
all orders ing. The quantum-critical point ofS0 is atm 
0, and has dynamic exponentz  2, correlation length
exponentn  1y2 for all d [2]. At T  0 andm small, the
boson densityn  kjCBj2l obeys [4]n  Lusmd2mm for
d . 2 (L is a nonuniversal, cutoff dependent, consta
while for d , 2 we haven  Cdusmd s2mmddy2, with
l-
-

t

o

),

Cd a universal number which has nontrivial contributio
at each order iń [5] due to the fixed-point interaction
g  gp  ´yAd .

We now break the symmetry down toZN . The most
relevant perturbation which accomplishes this is

SN 
Z

ddx
Z 1yT

0
dt slN CN

B 1 c.c.d , (3)

where the couplinglN can be taken to be real, withou
loss of generality. Ford . 2, the scaling dimension o
lN is simply its canonical dimension,d 1 2 2 Ndy2; so
l2 is relevant for alld . 2 [dimsl2d  2], l3 is relevant
for 2 , d , 4, while lN.3 are irrelevant for alld . 2.
For d , 2, we need to consider the renormalization
C

N
B insertions; these are nontrivial becauseSN creates

or annihilatesN bosons, and these preexisting boso
can then interact. The two-loop computation of th
renormalization yields the scaling dimensions

dimslN d  4 2 N 2 sN2y2 2 N 1 1d´ 1 sNy2d
3 sN 2 1d sN 2 2d lns4y3d´2 1 O s´3d . (4)
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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Notice that theO s´2d term vanishes forN  2. This is
also true for all subsequent terms, as the only renormal
tion of C

2
B comes from a single series of ladder diagram

and we have dimsl2d  2 2 ´ to all orders in´; there is
no similar simplification forN $ 3. Later, we will ver-
ify the value of dimsl2d in d  1 by an entirely different
method. Sol2 is relevant ind  1. Evaluation of the
series (4) at́  1 predicts thatl3#N#5 are irrelevant in
d  1, while thelN$6 are again relevant. This result fo
N $ 6 is surely an artifact of the poorer accuracy of t
series at largerN , and it is likely that alllN$3 are irrele-
vant ind  1.

The l2 perturbation is expected to drive the quantu
phase transition inS0 1 S2 (accessed by the contro
parameterm) into the universality class of the transvers
field Ising model. This latter class hasz  1 and upper
critical dimensiond  3. We will not discuss the details
of the crossover between the U(1) symmetric, dilute Bo
gas fixed point and the transverse-field Ising fixed po
for general d here: we shall confine our attention
d.
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the remainder of the paper to thed  1 case where
both fixed points are below their respective upper critic
dimensions.

We now present a detailed analysis ford  1, N  2.
It has been argued that thed  1 critical properties of
the actionS0 are identical to those of them  0 critical
point in a dilute, spinless, noninteracting, Fermi gas [
The Bose field,CB, is related to the Fermi field,CF , by a
continuum Jordan-Wigner transformation,

CBsxd  exp

√
2ip

Z x

2`
dx0 C

y
Fsx0dCFsx0d

!
CFsxd (5)

(we are momentarily interpretingCB, CF as operators).
We can use this mapping to deduce the mapping ofS2

into the fermionic theory. We point splitC2
Bsxd into

CBsxdCBsx 1 ad, rewrite in terms ofCF using (5), and
expand in powers ofa. Retaining only low order terms
we obtain the following fermionic form forS0 1 S2 in
d  1:
SF 
Z

dx
Z 1yT

0
dt

√
C

y
F

≠CF

≠t
1

1
2m

j≠xCF j2 2 mjCF j2 1
l̃2

2
sCy

F≠xC
y
F 2 CF≠xCFd

!
, (6)
m
gap

y
the

ly
wherel̃2 ~ l2, andCF is a complex Grassmanian fiel
The action SF is quadratic in fermionic fields, an
correlations of theCF can be computed. In particular,
can be shown that all other terms derivable fromS0 1 S2

are irrelevant at them  0, l̃2  0 multicritical point. So
we expect the universal, multicritical crossover functio
to emerge from an analysis ofSF . Note also, from simple
power counting, that dimsl̃2d  1, which agrees with ou
earlier result for dimsl2d, obtained by expanding to a
orders in´.

The T  0 phase diagram ofSF is shown in Fig. 1.
Thez  2, dilute Bose gas critical point isM, and it is the
point of intersection of three second-order phase trans
lines; there is a gap to all excitations everywhere, exc
at M and along these three lines. (i) The line alongl̃2 
0 has U(1) symmetry, and describes thed  1 Bose gas
with quasi-long-range order. At sufficiently long sca
and for m . 0, this line is described by its own critica
theory which hasz  1, is conformally invariant, and ha
central chargec  1. There is an operator (jC

y
F≠xCFj2)

which is marginal along this line, and is responsible
the continuously varying exponents atc  1; however,
this operator isirrelevant at the critical end pointM
[4] and can be ignored while computing the multicritic
crossovers ofM. Under this condition, thec  1 theory
can be written as two copies of thec  1y2 Ising field
theory. (ii) The linesm  0, l̃2 . 0 andm  0, l̃2 , 0
are also conformally invariant at long scales, and are
described by a singlez  1, c  1y2 Ising field theory.
The nonzero expectation values forkCBl (Fig. 1) appear
only atT  0, and we always havekCBl  0 for T . 0;
this will become clear from our computations below.
We now wish to describe the finiteT crossovers in
the vicinity of M. We will study the two-point correla-
tors of CB. It is useful to defineCX ; CB 1 Cy

B and
s
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pt

s

r

l

en

FIG. 1. Phase diagram ofSF (equivalent to S0 1 S2 in
d  1) at T  0. The lines denote second-order quantu
phase transitions with gapless excitations, and there is
to all excitations elsewhere. The multicritical pointM is at
m  0, l̃2  0, and hasz  2. The action has U(1) invariance
only for l̃2  0, and the conserved U(1) charge,kCy

BCBl 
kCy

FCFl, is quantized at zero for̃l2  0, m , 0. On the
critical line m . 0, l̃2  0, this charge varies continuousl
and the system is described at sufficiently long scales by
conformally and U(1) invariant (Ising)2 theory with z  1,
central chargec  1. Similarly, the critical linesm  0, l̃2 .
0 and m  0, l̃2 , 0 eventually map on to the conformally
invariantsz  1d Ising field theory withc  1y2. The pointM
is the only truly scale invariant point, but it is not conformal
(or even Lorentz) invariant.
4413
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CY ; 2isCB 2 Cy
Bd. Then, elementary consideration

show that, forl̃2 real, kCXCY l  0 and kCXCXll̃2 
kCY CY l2l̃2 . So it is sufficient to computekCXCXl for
both signs ofl̃2. We will describe the long distance be
havior of its equal time correlation, where we expect

lim
jxj!`

kCXsx, tdCX s0, tdl , Ae2jxjyj for T . 0 . (7)

The correlation length,j, and the amplitude,A, obey the
multicritical scaling forms

j21  s2mTd1y2Fsx, yd, A  2s2mT d1y2Gsx, yd ,
(8)

whereF andG are fully universal scaling functions of th
dimensionless variables

x  myT , y  s2md1y2l̃2yT1y2. (9)

The powers ofT in (8) and (9) follow from the exponent
and scaling dimensions atM: z  2, n  1y2, dimsmd 
2, dimsl̃2d  1, and dimsCBd  1y2 (the mass,m, is not
to be interpreted as a scaling variable; it converts betw
the engineering dimensions of space and time, and
analogous to the velocity of light in a Lorentz invaria
theory).

We will now provide an exact, closed-form, comput
tion of the functionsF andG. Our strategy is to perform
the computation in an integrable lattice model with a m
ticritical point in the universality class ofM. It turns out
that the well-known Lieb-Schultz-Mattis [7] spin cha
has two such critical points. This spin chain is describ
by the Hamiltonian

H  2
X

i

hJfs1 1 gdsx
i sx

i11 1 s1 2 gdsy
i s

y
i11g 1 Dsz

i j,

(10)

wheresx,y,z are Pauli matrices on the sitesi of an infinite
chain, J . 0. The Jordan-Wigner transformation ma
H into a model of free, spinless, lattice fermions, a
its phase diagram can then be computed exactly [7–
the result is shown in Fig. 2. The pointsM1, M2 are
in both the universality class ofM and the continuum
limit of the Jordan-Wigner transform ofH yields precisely
SF ; near M1 we find m  h̄2y4Ja2, l̃2  4Jga, m 
2D 1 4J (a is the lattice spacing), and the operat
correspondencesCX , sx, CY , sy. We note that
although continuum limits ofH have been studied earlie
[9], the identification of the universality class ofM1, M2
has not been made.

The requiredCX correlators can be obtained from
scaling analysis of results of Barouch and McCoy [8]
finite T correlators. Expresssx in terms of the Jordan
Wigner fermions, and evaluate the resulting fermion c
relators; this yields an expression in the form of a Toep
determinant [7,8]

ksx
i sx

i1nl  detsD,2md,1...n,m1...n , (11)
4414
n
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-

d
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-

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the lattice spin-1y2 model H at
T  0 (the classical model, withsx,y,z c-numbers, has aT  0
phase diagram with the same phases and topology).
expectation values ofsx andsy vanish unless otherwise note
The pointM1 is at g  0, DyJ  22, while the pointM2 is
at g  0, DyJ  2. The vicinities of bothM1 and M2 map
independently onto the continuum model of Fig. 1.

whereD, 
R2p

0 sdfy2pde2i,fD̃sfd with D̃sfd  eif 3

tanhfjEsfdjykBTgEsfdyjEsfdj and Esfd  2J cosf 1

D 2 i2Jg sinf. It now remains to take the largen limit
of (11); in general, this is quite difficult, and leads to
computation of considerable complexity [8]. Howeve
in a limited portion of the phase diagram (jDy2Jj , 1,
g . 0 which corresponds tox . 0, y . 0 in the scaling
limit associated withM1) the computation is simpler be
cause it is possible to directly apply Szego’s lemma [1
This limited result is all we shall need as it is possible
deduce the scaling functions elsewhere by the powe
requirement that bothF and G are analytic for all real,
finite x and y [11]. This analyticity is a consequenc
of the absence of thermodynamic singularities in o
dimensional quantum systems at any finite temperat
The use of analyticity was essential in our being a
to express the final results in a compact form, and
would have been practically impossible to see the hid
structure in the very lengthy results of Ref. [8] otherwis

In its region of applicability, Szego’s lemma [10] tel
us

lim
n!`

ksx
i sx

i1nl , ena0 exp

√ X̀
p1

papa2p

!
, (12)

where lnD̃sfd 
P

`
p2` apeipf. We can read off results

for j andA by comparing (12) with (7). We obtained fo
the scaling function of the correlation length

Fsx, yd 
Z `

0

dq
p

ln coth
fq2y2 1 sx 2 q2d2g1y2

2

1 us2yd j yj 1 us2xd
s y2 2 4xd1y2 2 j yj

2
.

(13)

Only thex . 0, y . 0 portion of (13) was obtained from
(12); the remainder was deduced by the requiremen
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analyticity. Indeed, even though it appears otherwise,
result (13) is, in fact, a smooth, differentiable functi
of x, y for all real x, y including along the linesx  0
andy  0.

It is quite interesting to see how the Ising andsIsingd2

behavior of the critical lines in Fig. 1 emerges from (1
First, we observe that along the linel̃2  0

fBsxd  Fsx, 0d , (14)

where fB is precisely the correlation length crossov
function for the U(1) invariant dilute Bose gas in the for
presented in [4,11], where it was obtained from the res
of Ref. [12]. The Ising transition realized by crossing t
m  0 axis for finitel̃2 . 0 is obtained as follows:

fI sxd  lim
y!`

yFsx, yd , (15)

wherefI is now the correlation length crossover functi
of the transverse-field Ising model obtained in Ref. [1
ha

-
o

-
] ],
f
-
d

1

n
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he

v
ca
vi

];
-

e

.

ts

.

The prefactor ofy on the right-hand side of (15) ensure
that fI is multiplied by a power ofT appropriate to
the z  1 Ising transition. Crossing them  0 axis for
l̃2 , 0 requires one to computekCY CY l to obtain fI .
Finally, thesIsingd2 transition realized by crossing thẽl2

axis form . 0 is characterized by the limit

fI ssd  lim
x!`

x1y2Fsx, y  syx1y2d . (16)

Precisely the same functionfI emerges in the very distinc
limits in (15) and (16).

For the amplitude of the correlation function, the com
putation ofGsx . 0, y . 0d from (12) [8] leads to a very
lengthy and complicated result. However, it was fou
that the analogous result for the Ising model [11] simp
fied considerably when expressed in terms of derivati
of the correlation length crossover function. We found
same remarkable simplification here, and the analytic c
tinuation to allx, y was then straightfoward; we obtaine
lnfGsx, ydg  2
Z `

x
dx0

Ω
2

µ
≠Fsx0, yd

≠x0

∂2

2
1
x0

µ
y

≠Fsx0, yd
≠x0

1
≠Fsx0, yd

≠y

∂2æ
2

Z 4yy2

x

dx0

4x0
. (17)
ate

R-

J.

S.

;

be

,
ica

s.
.

a

Both integrands above are singular atx0  0, but the
singularities cancel in the sum; it can be verified t
the expression (17) definesG as a function which is
smooth for all realx, y, as required. The limiting be
havior of G near the critical lines of Fig. 1 is similar t
that of F; we havegBsxd  Gsx, 0d which is the analog
of (14) [with gB now the crossover function of the am
plitude of the U(1) invariant dilute Bose gas [11,12
lnfgI sxdg  limy!` lnfs2yyd1y2Gsx, ydg as the analog o
(15) for Ising transition line (withgI the crossover func
tions of the amplitude of the Ising model [11]), an
lnfgI ssdg  s1y2d limx!` lnf21y2Gsx, y  syx1y2dg as the
analog of (16) for thesIsingd2 transition. Establishing
these limits required the use of the recently introduced [
identities obeyed by Glaisher’s constant.

From the above finiteT results for the amplitude, we ca
also deduce the value of the spontaneous magnetiza
limT!0 A  kCX l2 in a regime where limT!0 j21  0.
This method gives us aT  0 universal functionF,

kCXl  usmdusl̃2d s2mmd1y4F

µ
s2md1y2l̃2

m1y2

∂
, (18)

with Fssd  s2sd1y4, which describes the crossover of t
spontaneous magnetization between the Ising andsIsingd2

lines of Fig. 1.
Finally, we note that exact, finite temperature, crosso

functions of spin correlators near bulk quantum-criti
points, below their upper critical dimension, had pre
ously been computed only for thed  1 dilute Bose gas
[4,11,12] and thed  1 transverse-field Ising model [11
our results (13) and (17) forF, G contain these earlier re
t
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sults as limiting cases, and also (universally) interpol
between them.
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